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We Are Here to Help

Technology Companies Across the Globe Seek Certainty in a Rapidly Evolving World

The COVID-19 pandemic has created unprecedented disruption to lives, economies and businesses globally and presents a once-in-alifetime challenge to companies everywhere. We at Madison Park Group (MPG), along with our strategic partner WorksMachine, wish you,
your families and your colleagues health and safety during these trying times.
How we can help: In partnership with WorksMachine, MPG has formed a COVID-19 Strategy Response Team to assist our clients,
colleagues, and friends in navigating the uncertainty that lays ahead. We are committed to providing:
• Thoughtful analysis of the rapidly evolving pandemic and insight into how it will impact the technology economy
• Tailored, comprehensive operational and strategic advice to help weather the storm
• Prudent, unconflicted transaction planning to ensure the best outcomes are achieved now, and in the future
Charting a path forward: We believe thoughtful study and deep introspection can drive significant positive change, especially in times of
uncertainty. In this report, readers will find heuristics and frameworks to identify opportunities and mitigate key strategic risks as well as
relevant insights regarding past market disruptions:
• Analysis of potential go-forward economic recovery patterns, benchmarked against past calamities;
• Possible impacts of recovery patterns on technology companies and what they imply for operational and strategic planning; and
• Tools to help prepare for further uncertainty and strategies to prepare for a return to growth
COVID-19 Strategy Response Team Leadership
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President & Managing Director
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Managing Director
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Disclosure Statement
This presentation has been prepared by Madison Park Group over a limited time period in order to summarize insights and best practices in response to
COVID-19. The analysis and the content of this risk assessment is based on publicly available data, which is subject to change, as well as on Madison Park
Group’s judgement, estimates, and experience. The risk assessment contains general insights and best practices but has not been tailored to any specific
client situation and may therefore not be relied on. Further, this presentation is not intended to be taken by, and should not be taken by, any individual
recipient as investment advice, a recommendation to buy, hold or sell any security, or an offer to sell or a solicitation of offers to purchase any security.
Acceptance of this information further constitutes your acknowledgement and agreement that Madison Park Group does not make any express or implied
representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein and shall have no liability to the recipient or its
representatives relating to or arising from the use of the information contained herein or any omissions therefrom. Any use, disclosure, distribution,
dissemination, copying or reproduction of this information without prior written consent or approval from Madison Park Group is strictly prohibited. Any
third party trademarks, service marks, logos, and trade names included in the report are property of their respective owners.
Madison Park Group, LLC provides independent financial advice on mergers, acquisitions, financial restructurings, private capital raising and similar
corporate finance matters. Madison Park Group is not a retail broker-dealer. The firm does not conduct underwriting activities, provide research or analyst
reports or solicit or carry accounts for, or offer or sell securities products to retail customers. Madison Park Group is regulated by the Financial Industry
Regulatory Authority, Inc. (”FINRA”) as a FINRA Member Firm. The information and services provided in this presentation are not provided to and may not
be used by any person or entity in any jurisdiction where the provision or use thereof would be contrary to applicable laws, rules or regulations of any
governmental authority or regulatory or self-regulatory organization or where Madison Park Group is not authorized to provide such information or
services.
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I.

Responding to COVID-19

Considerations for Managing in a World of Uncertainty
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Weathering COVID-19 & Further Economic Shocks
Global Pandemic Stokes Unprecedented Economic Disruption
March 2020 marked the end of a historic 11-year economic
expansion and the beginning of one of the largest market declines
on record, both due to the global spread of the COVID-19

COVID-19 Pandemic: 1.7 Million Global Cases as of 4/10/20(a)
Severity of Cases

+50,000

5,000 - 49,999

1,000 - 4,999

0 - 999

Significant health risk remains as local responses have yielded a wide
range of results for mortality rates and infection rates
• Initial data suggests fatality rates that are in between more deadly
coronaviruses (SARS/MERS) and milder pathogens (H1N1)
• Under-prepared public and private health organizations are
overwhelmed with an inflow of patients and medical need
• No proven therapeutic remedy or vaccine is widely available
The big picture: Governments and businesses have been forced to
take dramatic action in response to this uncharted calamity
– Governments: draconian lockdown tactics and aggressive
expansion of monetary/fiscal programs
– Businesses: urgent business restructuring and liquidity
management

Total Cases by Days Since 100th Case by Country(a)

– Consumers: rapidly shifting spending habits and social mores

600,000

Unpredictable future: In response to COVID-19, changing global
health, business, and economic strategies will have widespread and
lasting ramifications for everyday life
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We went on from the Battle of the Bulge into a world of growing
prosperity and enhanced human dignity. Now, we live an epochal
period. The historic challenge for leaders is to manage the crisis while
building the future. Failure could set the world on fire.
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Global Economies Have Been Roiled by COVID-19

Seismic Shifts in Government, Consumer, and Investor Behavior Are Driving Economic
Turbulence and Creating Potential Opportunities
Initial Social and Economic Reaction to the COVID-19 Outbreak
•

History will show that an unprecedented global effort and eventual coordination stopped a rapidly advancing pandemic, but at great economic cost:
– Required extreme mitigation measures that have devastated local economies, leaving no corner of the globe un-touched
– The CBOE S&P 500 VIX Index which measures market volatility, the market’s “fear gauge”, reached levels not seen since the 2008 financial crisis
– US consumer sentiment had its fourth largest drop in 50 years as economic and personal safety uncertainty spurred a record spike in jobless claims

•

Central banks and governments have rapidly deployed financial resources to quell economic fears; however, consumer and investor fear is deeply
intertwined with health outcomes – forcing government policy to solve for economic performance and improving health outcomes simultaneously

•

While technology companies, and cloud-based technology particularly, appear to be partially insulated from the immediate medical and economic war
being waged; significant business and market disruption will come to all companies and will eventually impact the technology market as well
Year-to-Date Global Market Performance (4/10/20)(b)(c)

CBOE Volatility S&P 500 VIX Index (4/10/20)(b)
82.7 (3/16)
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Survival Requires Dealing with Known Knowns Immediately
Thriving Involves Anticipating Future Unknowns and Being Prepared
Impact

Market shocks force a real-time evaluation
of risk, often using distorted information

Cash
Runway

• Current quarter forecasts are predicting
earnings declines ranging anywhere
from 10-120%(d)

Interest Rates

Survival requires processing the best
available data to make crisis-level decisions

Confirmed Cases

Having a heuristics to evaluate and
contextualize the impact of future
unknowns your business is critical to
success after the initial triaging is over
To start building context, categorize various
internal and external risk factors; we like the
below framework:
• Known Knowns: Widely accepted tenets
– Strategy: foundation for crisis
management

• Unknown Knowns: Bind spots
– Strategy: internal collaboration
• Known Unknowns: Known risks
– Strategy: stress-testing
• Unknown Unknowns: “Black Swans”
– Strategy: game theory, war games

Business
Continuity

Impact
Market Liquidity
Cures/Treatment
Effectiveness

Customer
Response

Immunity
Duration

Vendor
Continuity

Operational
Disruption

Lag in Testing/
Diagnosis

Asset Prices

Reinfection
Rates

Employee
Response

Team Morale /
Continuity

Resource
Shortages

Fiscal Policy

Fatality Rate

Hospitalization
Rates
Monetary Policy

Competitive
Response

Long-Term
Side-Effects

Unidentified
Cases

Virus
Mutations

Security
Breaches
Civil Unrest
Terrorist
Attacks

Geopolitical
Fallout

The goal of this exercise is to ensure that
core assumptions don’t go untested
• e.g. assuming availability of extra capital
as a “known known” without feedback
on investor appetite to deploy

Economic
Factors

CompanySpecific

COVID-19 /
Health
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The Best Prepared Will Be the Most Ready for Success

Foundational Work Today Can Dramatically Impact The Future Potential of a Business
• Business health is generally measured by the financial drivers and KPIs of the company; however relying exclusively on financial metrics
leaves out numerous strategic and operational levers that drive meaningful value
• The chart below provides an operations maturity framework that will help identify potential areas of opportunity (or improvement)
Sample Evaluation of Key Operational Functions
Hierarchy

Requirement

Developmental

Ready for Growth

Acceleration

Category Leadership

Organizational
Management

Human Talent

Teamwork &
Collaboration

Roles &
Responsibilities

Cross-Department
Collaboration

Outsourcing &
Flexible Labor

Process
Infrastructure

Processes
& Systems

Operational
Infrastructure

Process Design
& Reporting

Process
Excellence

Automation &
Technology

Financial
Outlook

Financial
Reporting

Cost
Containment

Budgeting
& Planning

KPIs & Business
Intelligence

Risk
Management

Liquidity
Maintenance

Available
Cash

Cashflow
Management

Financing
Relationships

Creditor &
Investor Mgmt.

Vendor &
Pricing Power

Integrated
Ecosystem

Market
Need

Customers &
Supply Chain

Sales Channels
& Partnerships

Strategic
Alliances

Integration
Ecosystem
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Technology Companies Need Advice They Can Trust

MPG & WorksMachine Are Unbiased Strategic, Operational and Transaction Advisors

In Partnership With

Joint Services Offering Tailored for Today’s Rapidly Changing Market
Crisis Assessment

Operational Assessment

Scenario Planning

Longer-Term Considerations

•

Deep dive on systemic business
challenges being faced and
define critical paths to stability

•

Review sales, marketing and
channel ecosystem to refine
growth strategy

•

Create in-depth, multi-scenario
operating models to stress-test
strategic plans

•

Develop a strategic roadmap to
achieve the next stage of
growth

•

Develop a defined operational
and financial action plan to
address challenges head-on

•

Remediate persistent R&D,
support and services issues

•

•

•

Improve operational and capital
efficiency via analytical
benchmarking

Chart strategies to maximize the
potential from liquidity events,
now or in the future

Provide real-time feedback on
capital markets

•

Advise on product, go-tomarket and capital deployment
alternatives for each scenario

•

Measure impact based on
financial and strategic outcomes

✓ Critical Path Development

✓ Customer Retention / Churn

✓ Downside / Upside Planning

✓ Addressable Market Analysis

✓ Liquidity Assessment

✓ R&D Efficiency Analysis

✓ Synergies Analysis

✓ Strategic Partner Assessment

✓ Evaluation of Capital Availability

✓ KPI Assessment

✓ Transaction Comparables

Transaction Planning &
Optimization

Custom Strategic
Positioning

Capital Structure Advisory
& Assistance

Liquidity Event Strategy
& Execution

Mitigate potential
transaction hindrances
arising from various
internal/external factors

Identify opportunities to
expand relevance and
increase imperative for
counter-parties to engage

Create an effective capital
plan and funding strategy
that preserves value for
existing shareholders

Craft highly tailored
buyer/partner engagement
strategy to maximize all
deal parameters
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II.

COVID-19: What We Know & Potential Impacts
Uncertainty Underpins a Global Pandemic
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COVID-19 Pandemic Timeline & Key Observations

Saving Lives Has Required Painful Economic Sacrifices That Will Have Lasting Effects
Total Confirmed Cases of COVID-19 Infections(e)
Global Infections Exceed 1,500,000

Global Infections
Exceed 500,000
Global Infections
Exceed 250,000
European Union &
U.S. Closes Boarders
China Informs WHO
of Pneumonia-Like
Cases in Wuhan

31-Dec

7-Jan

14-Jan

WHO Declares Public
Health Emergency

First Confirmed
Case in U.S.

21-Jan

28-Jan

4-Feb

Health System Reaction
•

Enhanced testing has led to a spike in reported
cases and those seeking treatment, putting
great strain on medical infrastructure and staff

•

A race is underway to ramp up supply chains
for testing and medical supplies while
providing surge capacity – personnel, space
and equipment – for overwhelmed hospitals

•

Scientists are racing to develop new treatments
for inflicted patients and a vaccine to prevent
new cases

11-Feb

Infections Exceed 100 in
Italy, Korea, and Iran

18-Feb

25-Feb

Italy Closes
all Retail

3-Mar

10-Mar

Government Reaction
•

Federal governments have issued varying
degrees of social distancing recommendations
ranging from selective shelter in place to
nation-wide lockdowns; additional travel
restrictions and mandatory quarantines

•

The U.S. Government has approved a $2.0
Trillion stimulus bill, on 3/26/20

•

Local governments have suspended mortgage
and rent payments as well as evictions for
tenants facing hardship

17-Mar

24-Mar

31-Mar

7-Apr

Company Reactions
•

Enterprises have tested and implemented
business continuity plans, centered around
remote work and restricted travel

•

Companies have laid off or furloughed
employees as many businesses deemed as
non-essential were ordered to close during
lockdowns

•

Manufacturers have retrofitted facilities to
create medical supplies including ventilators
and masks for healthcare workers
Strictly Confidential
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Herd Immunity is Key to Fully Restoring Economic Vitality

A Vaccine Will Take Time, But Public Health and Science Can Help in the Interim
The Next Crisis Is Consumer Confidence

• Without herd immunity, the threat of outbreaks will hang over daily life
– Localized quarantines/lockdowns will likely become commonplace, disrupting predictable
routines and injecting an element of fear/risk into casual social and commercial interaction
– Disruptions can impact supply chains for all types of goods and services, leading businesses to
build in buffers that drag down efficiency, reduce predictability and raise operating costs
– The potential for COVID-19 to cause severe health consequences will reduce consumer
confidence, placing a drag on any business or experience that requires close personal interaction
• Public health will soon be better prepared to contain outbreaks, lowering consumer health risk
– Expanded capacity and production will alleviate testing, medical supply, hospital capacity, and
contact tracing manpower constraints, leading to more effective containment and mitigation
– Interim therapies (anti-virals, convalescent plasma) may become available to mitigate the
duration of hospital stays / reduce mortality, alleviating concerns over the severity of a COVID-19
infection
The Best Scientists In The World Have Mobilized to Mitigate The Human & Economic Impact of COVID-19

• Given COVID-19’s infectiousness, herd immunity occurs at an infection rate of ~60%(f)
– Herd immunity will naturally occur even without a vaccine, but it may take years to reach
without massive loss of life and protracted disruption
– Should COVID-19 mutate often like flu viruses, naturally occurring herd immunity might never
be achievable
• Conventional wisdom in the life sciences community points to a vaccine within the next ~18
months, with potential for mitigating therapies as early as Q3 2020
– 70+ vaccines are in development but must pass clinical trials before mass production is viable(g)
– Convalescent plasma has promise for critical cases but mass production is limited by the
donation capacity of recovered patients – a national stockpile could be available by Q4 2020(h)
– Parallel anti-viral research suggests a “cocktail” therapy may be available in late 2020 as well(h)
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Widespread Economic Disruption Met With Unequaled Stimulus
Technology – Specifically Software – Appears to Be Less Exposed
Unprecedented U.S. Federal Response: +$2.0 Trillion Stimulus Package

Estimated U.S. Real GDP Growth(i)
2020 Quarterly Growth

March 26, 2020

Q1

Q2

Q3

15%

Est. 2020 Growth
Q4

12.0%

Annual

YoY Q4

(3.8%)

(3.1%)

10.0%

10%
5%
(5%)
(6.0%)

(10%)

(15%)
(20%)
(25%)

(24.0%)

(30%)

Per person

Billion

(13.0%)

(7.4%)

(7.4%)

Util.

(7.6%)

RE

Health

(9.4%)

IT

Software

Telecom.
(11.6%)

Staples

Per Week

Consumer

$500

Materials

$600

US Equity Market Drawdowns by Sector (Year-to-Date 4/10/20)(b)(c)
Industrials

$1,200

Corporate
Aid Packages

Financials

Up to

Unemployment
Benefits

Energy

Payments to
Individuals

(5.9%)

(5.0%)

(17.2%)

Small Business
Loans (SBA)

State and Local
Government Aid

Aid to Hospitals &
Healthcare Systems

$350

$340

$100

Billion

Billion

(25.1%)

(22.8%)

Billion

(43.6%)
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Understanding Recovery Patterns is Critical to Optimal Planning
Opportunities & Costs Are Defined by the Depth, Length, and Shape of the Recovery
•

•

Political and economic punditry has simplified the discussion by utilizing the “shape” of the recovery to convey a complex set of assumptions
‐

At the outset of the outbreak, there were hopes of the economy seeing a rapid “V-shaped” recovery with steady economic performance

‐

However, as the situation unfolds, a quick V-shaped recovery seems increasingly unlikely due to limitations in the public health system

Numerous factors will impact the shape of the recovery, but of specific importance is the global health system’s response and government responses

Considerations for Evaluating Potential Business & Economic Ramifications(j)
Depth of Disruption

1900
1900
Relevant
Epidemiological Indicators
• Implementation of localized social distancing

Length of Disruption

•

Absolute number of cases

•

Test count per million people

1900
1900
Relevant
Epidemiological Indicators
• Effective integration of public health
measures

•

Geographic distribution of cases

•

% of cases treated at home

•

Transition from mitigation to containment

•

Rate of change of cases

•

•

Adherence to public health guidelines

•

Hospitalization rates

Availability of effective anti-viral or serum
therapy

•

Case fatality rate

•

Mutation of disease characteristics

•

Availability of vaccine

Relevant Economic Indicators
• Purchase data for durable goods

1900
Relevant
Epidemiological Indicators
• Evidence of virus seasonality

Shape of Recovery

Relevant Economic Indicators
• Payments/credit default data

1900

•

Unemployment filings

•

Stock market & volatility indexes

Relevant Economic Indicators
• Bounce-back economic activity in countries
that were exposed early in pandemic

•

Quantum of federal/monetary stimulus

•

Purchasing managers index

•

•

Aggregate net cash / net debt

Early private and public sector actions during
the pandemic to ensure economic restart

Strictly Confidential
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Historical Recession Recovery Patterns

Historical Guidance For What To Expect After COVID-19
•

In these uncharted waters, little actionable data is available to provide a foundation for financial and economic forecasting
‐

Forecasting is challenging given the numerous unknown (and known) inputs, and is highly subject to change within a short period of time

•

Below are several recessions mapped to their respective recovery patterns; however do note, none of these cases were born out of a pandemic

•

Further, pundits have made numerous comparisons to the 1918 Spanish Flu; we believe this is an erroneous comparison given the significant economic
tailwinds attributable to WWI; the 1957 Asian Flu and the 1968 Hong Kong Flu appear to be more relevant epidemiological and economic templates

Pattern
Referenceable
Examples

V-Shape

U-Shape

L-Shape

W-Shape

J-Shape

Recession of 1953

Recession of 1973

Japanese Asset Bubble

Early 1980s Recession
No known
comparable case

1952

Pattern
Description

1953

1954

1952 Q1

1955

1955 Q1

1973

1974

1975

1973 Q1

1976

1976 Q1

Sharp decline, followed by Sharp decline, followed by
a strong and
a delayed and gradual
proportionate recovery
recovery

1987

1989

1991

1993

1995

1905

Severe recession, followed
by weak growth

1978

1978 Q3

1980

1982

1981 Q3

Sharp decline, followed by
a sharp rise, another
sharp decline, and rise

Brief decline followed
immediately by a sharp
and steady increase

Analogous
COVID-19
Response
2020

2020

Potential
COVID-19
Pattern(j)

2021

2022

2020

2020

2021

2022

2020

2020

2021

2022

2020

2020

2021

2022

2020

2020

2021

2022

• Rapid and effective
control of virus spread

• Rapid and effective
control of virus spread

• Failed control of virus
spread

• Sporadic control of
virus spread

• Effective control of
virus spread

• Highly effective
economic policy

• Effective economic
policy

• Ineffective economic
policy

• Modestly effective
economic policy

• Highly effective
economic policy
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COVID-19 Economic Recovery Scenario Analysis

Economic Outcomes are Tightly Tied to Public Health and Therapeutic Responses
The world was caught unprepared for
an infectious disease pandemic and has
resorted to sweeping economic and
public health responses, with yet-to-be
determined success

•

•

The inability to enact timely
containment strategies led to loss of
life and economic disruption in orders
of magnitude greater
The degree of public health
intervention and effectiveness of
economic interventions will largely
determine the economic recovery

To begin preparing for potential
outcomes, we recommend scenario
analysis to stress test key underpinning
assumptions
What’s next: An unknown combination of
economic stimulus, government
intervention and health responses will
begin to shape a recovery
•

All signs point to initial success of
social distancing and economic
stimulus, leading many analysts to
hope that a prolonged economic
downturn is less likely, see top right
quadrant of the chart

The bottom line: Expect numerous
bumps and turns as the situation evolves,
including unforeseen shocks – being
prepared will prove critical to driving
success

McKinsey’s GDP Impact Scenarios: Public Health & Economic Responses(j)

Rapid and Effective
Control
Strong public health
response succeeds in
controlling spread in each
country within 2-3 months

Virus contained,
sector damage /
lower long-term growth

Virus contained,
slow recovery

Virus contained;
strong growth rebound

Effective Response,
Resurgence
Initial public health
success, but viral
resurgence forces ongoing
social distancing

Virus resurgence;
slow long-term growth

Virus resurgence;
slow long-term growth

Virus resurgence;
return to trend growth

Pandemic escalation;
Limited economic recovery

Pandemic escalation;
slow economic recovery

Pandemic escalation;
Delayed, full recovery

Ineffective
Self-reinforcing recession
dynamics kick-in;
widespread bankruptcies
and credit defaults;
potential banking crisis

Partially Effective
Policy responses partially
offset economic damage;
banking crisis is avoided;
recovery levels muted

Highly Effective
Strong policy responses
prevent structural
damage; recovery to precrisis fundamentals and
momentum

Public Health Failure
Public health response fails
to control the spread of
the virus for an extended
period (until vaccines
available)

Virus Spread & Public
Health Response

Economic Policy Response
& Knock-Off Effects
Strictly Confidential
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Understanding and Tracking Key Indicators for a Recovery

Monitor Health and Economic Indicators to Guide Strategic and Tactical Pivots
"The biggest concern here is that you have all these small- and medium-sized businesses which will be under extreme stress and forced
to shut down, and we don’t have a benchmark for how to recapitalize them or to keep them in business,"
- Matt Luzzetti, chief U.S. economist at Deutsche Bank Securities
Key Metrics to Consider
Health

Consumer

Business

Confirmed
Cases

Tests
Administered

Jobless
Claims

Consumer
Confidence

Restaurant
Performance

Case Schiller
Index

Mortality
Rates

Hospitalization
Data

Mortgage
Default Rate

Credit Card
Default Rate

Manufacturing
Index

Goods Trade
Barometer

Potential virus resurgence and local lockdowns are likely to recur
into 2021 as flair ups will require periodic containment

Business confidence has been shaken as well, with a wide-ranging
implications across numerous sectors

• Trends in infection rate, testing and mortality data will be
indicators for the effectiveness of local containment strategies

• Restaurant Performance Index will be a proxy for a rebound in the
hospitality sector and consumer consumption sentiment

• Hospitalization data (occupancy, rate, and duration) will help
quantify the stress to the healthcare systems

• Case-Schiller Index indicates real estate pricing, a proxy for
consumer confidence to make long term purchases

Consumer confidence has been shaken by fear of infection and the • As consumer demand shocks ripple through, the Purchasing
Manager's Index gives insight into the spill-over to manufacturing
economic pain of mandated lockdowns
• The WTO’s Goods Trade Barometer can assess international trade
• While stimulus measures may allow SMBs and blue-collar
flows and potential for supply chain disruption and shortages
households to cope through Q2, governments will face enormous
pressure to re-open by Q3 to avoid further economic contagion
Implications for executives/investors: Strategic plans and
forecasts need to reflect trending data in key public health and
• A reduction of initial jobless claims combined with a re-opening
economic indicators, as both can shift rapidly in this environment
of the economy may bolster consumer confidence indicators
• Without economic progress in Q3, the prospect of a banking crisis • We encourage companies to monitor a dashboard of key
indicators across health, consumer behavior, and business data to
may arise in Q4 as defaults on mortgages and other consumer
help set trigger points for strategic re-evaluations
credit (credit cards, student loans) build to write-off stage
Strictly Confidential
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III. Performance Benchmarking & Market Expectation
Understanding Relative Market Position & Profile is Critical
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Pre-Existing Expectations Impact Response Strategy & Timeline
Quickly Aligning Stakeholders with a New Reality is Critical to Crisis Management
Key Factors That Influence Perspectives on a Company’s Outlook
Financial Performance & Profitability: A company’s growth and profitability
expectations will need to be reset in a crisis, often in a series of adjustments in
response to new information. Stakeholders need to avoid anchoring on past
assumptions and instead must challenge fundamental premises to develop a new
outlook that suits the current situation.
Ownership Structure: Founders, outside investors and executive management all
can bring different objectives, perspectives and expectations to a crisis situation,
which can make aligning on a path forward challenging and time consuming.
Different classes of investors may also have conflicting goals, objectives and time
horizons that further complicate consensus-building.

Executive
Engagement

Executive Engagement: Executive engagement is critical when navigating a crisis.
Demotivated or defeated teams will neither muster the enthusiasm to do the
necessary work to reshape a business post-crisis nor do they have the moral boost
to get through the coming storm.

Market
Category

Market Category: Markets have different structures and development/maturity
lifecycles, implying a variety of expectations for operational and financial
performance. Managers and investors need a clear perspective on what sector they
are in, what its prospects are, and where they are positioned within the market.

Ownership
Structure

Financial
Performance

• While companies base their shareholder value expectations largely on financial metrics – ownership rights, management, and market
position can heavily influence value assessments in a dynamically changing situation
• A self-reinforcing relationship among these factors creates an entrenched set of perspectives that need to be recalibrated during a crisis
• From early on in their development, technology companies often establish a set of performance expectations about their market and
draw managers and investors to the company based on these expectations
– This set of expectations becomes part of the organization’s DNA and becomes difficult to recalibrate when the underlying
assumptions for those expectations are no longer valid
– Shifting these expectations can often be wrenching and cause stakeholders to withdraw, noting that the new reality might not “be
what they signed up for”
Strictly Confidential
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Product & Market Position Impacts Valuation

A Company’s Profile Going Into the Pandemic Will Inform Buyer & Investor Evaluations
• While no two markets or market structures are the same in the technology arena, MPG has developed a framework to provide general
guidance on company valuation based on key quantitative and qualitative factors
• Of critical importance: The underpinning quantitative and qualitative factors must align (e.g. a category leader would necessitate bestin-class revenue growth, however best-in-class revenue growth does not necessarily indicate market leadership)
Illustrative Revenue Multiple

<3.00x

2.50-4.00x

3.50-5.00x

4.50x-6.00x

>6.00x

< Top 20

< Top 10

Top 10

Top 5

Leader

Revenue Growth

<15%

15-25%

25-35%

35-45%

+45%

% Recurring Revenue

<60%

60-70%

70-80%

80-90%

+90%

Revenue Scale

<$5

$5-$10

$10-$25

$25-$40

+$40

Gross Margin

<50%

50-60%

60-70%

80-90%

+90%

EBITDA Margin

<0%

0-10%

10-20%

20-30%

+30%

Customer Retention

<80%

80-85%

85-90%

90-95%

+95%

Average Contract Length

<1 Year

1 Year

+1 Years

+2 Years

Multi-Year

Customer Concentration

Very High

High

Medium

Low

Very Low

None

Limited

Moderate

Experienced

Integrated

Very Low

Low

Medium

High

Very High

Commoditized

Common Features

Robust Features

Analyst Recognition

Unique

Global Presence

Regional

Single Country

Continent

Multi-Continent

Global

Team Experience

None

Limited

Moderate

Experienced

Veterans

Market Position

Quantitative Factors

Qualitative Factors
Partnerships
Barriers to Entry

Product Capabilities
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Markets Evolve, Creating Opportunities For New Stakeholders
The Pandemic Will Alter Valuation Behavior & Shareholder Decision Making
•

Rapid company formation and venture investing correlate strongly with market validation and a “tipping point” market size of $50-100 million
‼ the pandemic may inhibit new company formation in nascent market categories

•

Mature markets have lower natural growth rates, enabling industry consolidation and a more consistent market hierarchy for investors to target

•

‼ The pandemic may prematurely slow certain markets, bringing industry consolidation earlier in the cycle and creating logical PE opportunities
Strong market growth alerts incumbents to the building strategic threat, thus activating defensive M&A activity, followed by a wave of private equity
aggregation – buyer and PE behavior will become more opportunistic and company dynamics may disrupt market hierarchies post-pandemic
Market Growth Rate’s Impact on Available Capital Sources and M&A Activity

Illustrative Revenue Size and Investment Deployment Trendlines

Total Industry Revenue
Revenue Per Market Participant
Private Equity Investing ($)

Total Industry Revenue
Reaches ~$1.0 Billion

Total Industry Revenue
Reaches +$2.0 Billion

Venture Investing ($)
Industry Participants (#)

Years Since Initial Product Introduction
Illustrative Market Participants and Revenue
Average Revenue Per Participant
Reaches $10.0 million

Average Revenue Per Participant
Reaches $50.0 million
Peak Participants: 65
27
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Emblematic Recession Impacts to High Growth Companies

Recovery Patterns May Knock Companies Off Pre-Pandemic Plans by 12-36 Months
Anticipated Impact Growth Profile: “Top 10” Recurring Revenue / Cloud-Based Business
No Pandemic

V-Shaped

U-Shaped

L-Shaped

W-Shaped

4yr CAGR (%)

30.0%

23.6%

13.7%

7.4%

7.2%

Δ No Pandemic

0.0%

(6.4%)

(16.3%)

(22.6%)

(22.8%)

30%

30%

30%

30%

• Companies and markets typically have natural
growth rates given specific constraints
‐ Examples: sales tactics (inside vs. field) and
cost of delivery (cloud vs. on-premise)
• COVID is likely to cause a major contraction in
2020 which will impact nearly all companies
• Following the economic fallout from COVID-19,
growth expectations will be tempered as sales
velocity slows and pricing power declines
• The shape of the recovery will have dramatic
impact to investor and buyer expectation

20%

20%

15%

15%

10%
10%

10%

No Pandemic

2021
V-Shaped

2022
U-Shaped

‐ A V-shaped recovery likely see a partial
recovery in 2021 with a full return in 2022
‐ Other recovery types likely do not see a return
to pre COVID-19 levels in this investment cycle
• Benchmarking against market patterns is not an
absolute equation, but rather a relative exercise:
‐ Companies that fall below the efficiency line
of the specific recovery pattern will be harshly
penalized by buyers and investors

0%

2020

• The chart to the left shows emblematic
adjustments to expectation for a range of
potential recovery patterns

2023
L-Shaped

W-Shaped

‐ Companies that can maintain relative growth
rates and remain in the top quartile of
companies will be rewarded
‐ The remaining companies will likely face
challenging decisions as options further erode

Note: profile-specific growth curves are available upon request and upon further
consultation can be refined for specific markets and situations
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Capital & Ownership Changes Market Structure Outcomes

Investment Capital at High Valuations Heightens Stakeholder Sensitivity to Growth
• Technology markets typically enforce specific structures: (1) 15-30% of companies receive investor funding, and (2) upon liquidity there
are generally two or three “big” winners, followed by ranging but moderate successes, followed by a number of low profile transactions
• Achieving a desired outcome is dependent on price expectation, and the capital (and talent) availability to achieve such exit
• In the example below, Company 2 achieved a stellar shareholder outcome (and the second highest outcome in the market), while
Company 1 is considered a “failure” because of the significant expectation attached to the capital it had raised
Emblematic Market Structure: Impact of Capital on Perceived Success of Future Shareholder Liquidity Events
Company

Equity Capital Raised ($ in Millions)

Company 1

$100

Company 2

$50

Company 3

$25

Company 4

$10

Anticipated Sale(1)

$750.0

Company 6

$5

$37.5

Company 7

$4

$30.0

Company 8

$2

$15.0

Company 9

$1

$7.5

Company 10

$1

$7.5

-

n/a

Company 19

-

n/a

Company 20

-

n/a
$10

$50
$60

$76.9

Failure
Success
Success
Adequate
Success
Failure

-

Failure

$15

Success

$30

Lifestyle

-

Success

$20

…

Company 18

Average

$200

$75.0
$52.5

…

$480

$187.5

$7

Desired Outcome?

$520

$375.0

Company 5

…

Achieved Enterprise Value at Exit

…

…
Lifestyle

-

$100

Success
Failure

$63

(1) Assumes all capital invested is equity, outside shareholders own 40% of the
business and require a 3.00x return on invested capital

n/m
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IV.

Foundations for Accelerating Out of a Recession

Considerations for Coordinating Resources to Maximize Strategic Positioning & Shareholder Value Creation
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Investors & Strategic Partners Have Meaningfully Altered Course
Strategic Options Must Consider Rapidly Shifting Behavior and Preferences
Investor / Partner
Type

Interest Level
“Today”

Activity in +12 Months, Pending Recovery Type

V Recovery

U Recovery

•

L/W Recovery

Growth Capital Options

Seed

Early Stage

Growth Stage

Debt

Both the private capital and M&A market
have seen dramatic changes
‼

Early stage investment has dried up

‼

Access to debt capital is limited

‼

Public equities are down ~15%

•

In general, the market sentiment is one of
“wait and see” as sale and capital formation
processes are put on hold

•

The shape of the market recovery will
largely dictate the availability and health of
capital and M&A markets

•

Further, individual end-markets significantly
influence activity/interest levels:
‼

Strategic partners must first triage
ahead of considering M&A
opportunities

‼

Investors are heavily scrutinizing
perception of category resilience

High Net Worth /
Exotic

Strategic Options

Joint Venture /
Partnership

•

PE Buy-Out
Strategic
Investment
Strategic Sale
“Fire Sale” /
“Acquihire”

For the foreseeable future, company caliber
will become a hallmark of successful capital
raises and M&A transactions

– Only the top 10-15% of companies will
be able to readily access capital and
complete high-value sale transactions
•

If operational or financial constraints will
impinge a successful transaction, now is an
opportune time to chart a strategic plan
– For companies with secure cashrunways, now is an ideal time to explore
strategic partnerships that may
favorably influence value creation
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The Big Question: Will Equity Valuation Be Impacted?

Downward Forecasts Revisions & Contracting Multiples Doubly Impact Valuation
• Valuation blends art and science to “bet” on the future expectations of a particular company or asset
‼ Whether revenue-based, profit-based, or other, valuation is often further adjusted by the quantification of specific risks
• Public equity market sell-offs indicate a meaningful repricing is underway, however “offensive” value preservation strategies can be
ascertained by studying investor and buyer behavior and pro-actively mitigating key concerns: pipeline stability and customer success
• To maximize future outcomes, defend the financial trajectory of the business and generate tangible strategic proof-points
Emblematic Valuation Behaviors by Counterparty
Party

FY-1

LTM

Post Money: Past Investment Rounds Set Expectation for Future Liquidity

Run Rate

FY+1

($ in millions)
Target
Exit Valuation

Financially
Driven
Strategic

$120

$50

Aggressive
Strategic

$20

$6

Seed

PE-Backed
Strategic

Series A

Series B

Series C

Liquidity

Buyer & Investor Target Returns Assumptions Will Require Adjustments

2

Growth
Equity
Investor

Impact from market
draw down

Venture
Investor

1
Post-COVID

Pre-COVID

Impact from
Market
Uncertainty

Exit EV / ARR

Entry EV / ARR
4.50x

4.75x

5.00x

5.25x

5.50x

6.50x

3.68x

3.48x

3.30x

3.13x

2.99x

6.75x

3.81x

3.60x

3.41x

3.24x

3.09x

7.00x

3.94x

3.72x

3.53x

3.35x

3.20x

7.25x

4.07x

3.84x

3.64x

3.46x

3.30x

7.50x

4.20x

3.97x

3.76x

3.57x

3.41x
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Building A Successful Plan to Accelerate Growth

Manage Risks, Uncover Potential Opportunities & Build on Core Strengths
Assess Internal Situation
Months
0-3 • Build and stress test forecasts to

understand cash runway and
expense reduction requirements
• Identify areas for operational
improvement and develop plans to
“do more with less”, prioritize most
inefficient processes/functions

Execute Efficiently
Months
4-9 • Consolidate operations to focus on
core capabilities
• Simplify business processes, focus
on repeatability and success
• Selectively experiment with new
procedures and policies

Monitor Indicators
Months
10-18 • Look for indicators of "market

bottom" signals to implement a
more aggressive strategy
• Keep tabs on competition and
strategic landscape to ensure
potential threats are monitored
(e.g. competitive funding events)

Months
19-30

Rationalize Cost Structure

Customers & Supply Chain

Evaluation Competition

• Re-scale teams and discretionary
spending to fit an appropriate
growth profile (likely lower growth)
• Defer projects that will not
generate significant near-term ROI
• Identify cash-flow enhancement
opportunities

• Solidify relationships with existing
customers and implement
customer success strategies to gain
wallet share
• Build a contingency plan for
disruptions in product supply chain
or key third-party service providers

• Assess competition’s ability to
successfully respond to current
situation
• Position against competitors who
may be de-stabilized or distracted
by current environment

Improve Operations

Fortify Capital Position

Develop Strategic Relationships

• Implement best practices to win
back efficiency gains lost from any
headcount reductions
• Apply automation where possible
to accelerate gains from process reengineering / execution focus

• Create lifeline capital access
relationships based on streamlined
business plan
• Conserve cash by limiting
expenditures on anything without a
significant ROI, including
distributions to capital providers

• Develop co-operative relationships
with high value technology and
distribution partners
• Look for opportunities to mutually
help partners win more business
and thrive - they will remember this
in the future

Reinvest Prudently

New Products & Positioning

Consolidate Weaker Competitors

• Watch for signs of accelerating
economic recovery as an
appropriate time to bring on
additional resources at low cost
• Segment investment activities and
focus on cross-departmental and
high ROI initiatives

• Reassess product portfolio in
context of competitive landscape,
selectively fill gaps to destabilize
competitors
• Evaluate “build-buy-partner”
decisions to accelerate
repositioning strategy

• Conduct outreach to struggling
competitors and position the
company as the "soft landing" spot
of choice
• Use lower valuation environment as
an opportunity to create scale by
acquiring competitors’ customers

Ramp Up For Growth

Drive Market Penetration

External Financing Sources

Market Positioning

• Invest in both talent and
technology to support resurgence
in customer demand as economic
recovery unfolds
• Shift focus from account
management / customer retention
orientation to new logo acquisition

• Use new product positioning and
accelerating sales velocity to
expand market and wallet share
• Use strong operational position to
pressure competitors on price,
breadth of distribution and/or
product features

• Use enhanced scale and market
positioning gains generated
through downturn to put the
company at the front of the line
with growth capital investors
• Tap into revitalized capital markets
as business begins to recover

• Work with analyst community to
redefine market category in ways
that play to the core strengths
• Begin dialogs with market leaders
in complementary market
adjacencies to establish the
company as the must-have asset
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V.

Strategy Implications & Internal Planning

Leveraging the WorksMachine Framework to Unlock Strategic Value in the Era of COVID-19
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Overview of Operational Planning
Building a Short, Medium, & Long-Term Plan

• Exits rarely happen on their own, and at some point, most companies want or need to exit - waiting for a buyer to come along rarely
results in a high-value outcome
– Preparing for an exit that maximizes a company's valuation is a complex process that can involve many months of work

• Below is a framework that can be used to further professionalize your business and begin accelerating towards future goals, be it growth
capital, acquisitions, shareholder liquidity, or an outright strategic exit
Stage One

Stage Two

Stage Three

Stage Four

Internal Operations

Scenario Planning

Growth Planning

Acceleration & Exit Planning

Today

0 - 6 Months

6 - 12 Months

12 - 18 Months

Establish Crisis Taskforce

Business Plan Review

Revised Metrics & KPIs

Product Marketing

Key Metrics / KPIs

Cash Management

Sales Strategy

Category Marketing

Stakeholder Risk

Revenue Management

Marketing Plan

Investment Plan

Customer Support

Cost Containment

Customer Success

Exit Plan

Contingency Planning

Financial Contingency Plan

Category Strategy

Research & Development

Sustainability

Product & AI Strategy

New Opportunities

Product Roadmap

New Sales & Marketing

Go-to-Market Strategy

Marketing Mix

Long-term Strategic Goals

General Administration

Short-Term Planning

Medium-Term Planning

Long-Term Planning
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Rapidly Identifying Potential Exposures is Critical

Cash Is King, But Strategic and Operational Investments Can Generate Big Returns
1

Crisis Assessment
•
•
•
•

2

Who is the crisis risk team?
What is the impact to your customer base?
How is your company organized?
Review safety procedures

•
•
•

What is the crisis communication plan?
How are your forecast estimates impacted?
Review employee policies

•
•

How is your current business plan impacted?
What contingencies do you need for human
capital, supply chain or logistics?

•
•

What is your current runway?
How do stress tests impact liquidity position?

•
•

How much capital do you have access to?
Can you better manage cash collection?

•
•

What is your cash management strategy?
What is the impact to the organization financially
and operationally?

•
•

What are your hiring/reduction plans?
Assess strategic options, including hunker down,
grow, sell, or acquire

•
•
•
•

How you positioned in the marketplace?
What is the growth strategy?
How are your customers managed?
What options are there to limit churn?

•
•
•
•

What is your unique value proposition?
What new KPIs should you create?
What is your marketing to sales funnel?
Who are your distribution/integration partners?

•
•
•
•
•

How does your solution address the problem?
Who are the market leaders?
What category are you in?
Is there opportunity to re-categorize?
What is your product roadmap?

•
•
•
•
•

How do customers find your solution?
Who are the analysts for your sector?
How big is the category?
What are the industry KPIs?
What are the gaps in your product plan?

•
•
•

Who are your key investors?
What are your goals in pursuing a transaction?
Does your business have the requisite profile to
complete a transaction?

•
•
•

What are the goals of your investors?
What is the current market environment?
Do you have ready access to the key information to
pursue a transaction?

Liquidity & Cash Assessment
•
•

3

What is your investment history?
What type of capital do you have access to?

Financial Planning
•
•

4

What core financial metrics do you track?
How is revenue allocated to customers?

Scenario Planning
•
•
•
•

5

What are the new business plan options?
Review SWOT analysis
What is the mix of your customer base?
How do you retain and upsell customers?

Longer Term Considerations
•
•
•
•
•

6

What problem are you solving?
Who do you compete against ? Do you track them?
How do your competitors reach customers?
What is the market CAGR?
What is your marketing strategy?

Transaction Execution
•
•
•
•

What are the investment/exit plans?
What does your cap table look like?
Are investors ready to deploy capital?
Which partners could become acquirers?
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Impacting Growth Strategy

Analyze All Company, Product, & Financial Strategies to Refine a Go-To-Market Plan

Category Strategy

Product Roadmap

Operations & Reporting

AI Strategy

Competitive Analysis

Financial Strategy

Data Strategy

Development Team

Cash Management

Category Marketing

Sales-to-Lifetime
Value

Metrics & KPIs

Strategic Partners

Product Marketing
Plan

Customer Success

Channel Strategy

Go-to-Market

Account-based
Marketing

Analyze: Company, Product, & Financial Strategy
Stage One & Stage Two (1-6 months)

Company:
• Define a category that your company can own
Product:
• Refine your product strategy
• Define AI strategy to enhance product, increase evaluation
Finance:
• Revisit financial strategy to prepare for new conditions
• Be ready for prospective investors, acquirers, & acquisitions

Accelerate: Growth Strategy

Stage Three & Stage Four (1-9 months)

Category:
• Define your category and product launch plans
• Launch and own your category
Customer Success:
• Optimize your customer success efforts to limit churn and keep
existing revenue intact and growing
Sales & Marketing:
• Revise revenue metrics & KPIs
• Update marketing plan to meet new market conditions
• Drive ROI-driven marketing into sales funnel and customer LTV
Business Development:
• Enhance ecosystem with strategic breadth and depth partners
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Category Analysis May Create Acceleration Opportunities
Own Your Category By Aligning The Company to the New Direction

Category leaders are everywhere. They stand out. They lead
in market share, usage, & revenue

Markets Today Are Noisy and Category
Leaders Take All
Now is a Good Time to Redefine Your
Category

Category

1

Product Strategy: How your product works

2

Company strategy: How your organization works

3

Category Strategy: How you want the market to work

Tablets

Social Media

Productivity

Microblogging

Interview & Prework

The Category is a “container” for the problem
Category strategy efforts complement product marketing

Marchitecture &
Ecosystem
External Launch
Rolling Thunder

Problem
Solution

Product
Marketing

Own your category; Start by creating your own category
Internal Launch

Point-of-view

Sharing

Category strategy focuses on the unique problem
that only your company can solve.

Category
Marketing
Category Name

Search Engines

Key category steps include:

Interviews and Prework: Do your homework
Category Name: Define the “container” for the problem
Point-of-View: Problem, Ramifications, Solution, Outcome
Marchitecture & Ecosystem: External roadmap, partners
Internal Launch: Get your company on board to solve the
problem, and align your product to the new direction
• Industry Launch: Launch to the industry
• Rolling Thunder: Market category and focus on the problem
•
•
•
•
•
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Leveraging the WorksMachine Framework to Build a Plan
Assess. Analyze. Fix. Accelerate. Invest. Exit.

Invest & Exit
12-18 months

Accelerate
1-6 months

Assessment
2 weeks

Assess your team, market,
category, and financials.
Review your company for
internal or investor due
diligence.

Prepare your company for
investment or acquisition.

6-12 months

Analyze & Fix
Analyze your company,
product, and financial
challenges.
Create your new category and
market positioning.
Build a plan to get your
company to the next level.
Category
Strategy

Product
Roadmap

Business Plan

Category

Automation
Strategy

Competitive
Analysis

Exec Team

Customers

Operations &
Reporting

Financial
Strategy

Financials

Market

Align to your category. Help
scale your marketing, sales,
and ecosystem efforts.

Investment
Plan

Exit Plan

Category
Marketing

Product
Marketing Plan

Pitch Deck

Valuation

Sales Funnel

Customer
Success

Target
Investors

Banker
Resourcing

Strategic
Partners

Channel
Strategy
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Our Unique Services Offering, For All Market Cycles

Strategy Underpins All of Madison Park Group’s & WorksMachine’s Assignments
Differentiated Approach to Capital Formation & M&A Advisory
Financial Analysis
Identify opportunities to drive excess
productivity by optimizing financial
profile

Operating Improvement
Focus on capital and organizational
efficiency, eliminate execution issues

Transaction Planning
Mitigate potential transaction hindrances
that may arise from various
internal/external factors

KPI Analysis
Assist operators in reviewing the
business for potential leverage points

Strategy & Execution
Optimize go-to-market strategy to
enhance ROI and drive strategic value

Strategic Positioning
Identify opportunities to expand
relevance and increase imperative for
counter-parties to engage

Capitalization Analysis
Assess ability to raise, deploy and
manage outside investment capital

Growth Strategy & Execution
Evaluate product investment tradeoffs
and impact key initiates have on market
perception

Capital Raising Strategy & Assistance
Create an effective capital plan and
funding strategy that preserves value for
existing shareholders

Positioning Analysis
Review market position and potential
avenues of expansion

Footprint Expansion Plan
Assist in planning efficient expansion
plan that maximizes product potential

Liquidity Event Strategy & Execution
Craft highly tailored buyer/partner
engagement strategy to maximize all
deal parameters

“MPG invested an enormous amount of time to learn our business and prepare our team. The culture fit was non
negotiable for us so the time spent tirelessly learning our business and culture paid off. We found what we feel is a perfect
culture match in Thompson Street Capital Partners, achieving the outcome MPG assured us was possible in every respect.”
- Jim Jacobs, Green Mountain Technology
“The MPG team was critical in outlining our go-to-market strategy and made sure that we engaged with all of the financial
sponsors who could have made sense as a partner for us. Their insights and coaching ensured we found the best possible
backer for our next stage of growth, but also let us continue running our business without distractions.”
- Craig Livingston, Arena Solutions
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VI. How We Can Help

Madison Park Group & WorksMachine Provide Strategic Guidance and Exceptional Transaction Planning & Support
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Supporting Clients With Thoughtful Analysis

Our Approach to Advisory is Grounded in Decades of Experience As Operators of
Mission Critical Technology
Sample Analysis & Recent Client Deliverables
Recent Client Deliverables

Example Customer Retention & Cohort Analysis

Recent assignments have benefited from the below analysis
Market Analysis
•
Customer analysis
•
Addressable market
•
Market Penetration
•
Competitive positioning
analysis
Quantitative Analysis
•
Unit economic analysis
•
Financial statement
analysis
•
Financial forecasts
•
Payroll allocation

Product Analysis
•
Gap analysis
•
Support ticket analysis
Financial Forecasting
•
Case sensitivity analysis
•
Growth enhancement
assessments
•
GL-rebuild
•
International expansion
•
Utilization

Counter-Party Assessment
•
Suitability assessment
•
Merger analysis
•
Synergies – “1+1 = 5”
Capital Assessments
•
Transaction structuring
/ layering
•
Restructuring
•
Liquidity planning
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Guide Companies Through Applying for SBA Loans

Companies of All Walks of Life Should Consider Applying for SBA Loans; However
Investor Backed Companies May Have Additional Considerations
Program Overview

Representative Lenders

The recently passed CARES Act includes $349 billion in Small Business
Administration (SBA) loans for privately owned small businesses via
the newly issued Paycheck Protection Program (PPP)
• Approx. 1,800 lenders have been approved to offer these loans;
lenders have the authority to determine applicant eligibility
Administered via the SBA’s flagship 7(a) program, PPP is designed to
quickly provide low-cost capital to small businesses
Maximum loan of $10 million; (up from $5 million, pre COVID)
Maximum interest rate of 4%
Allowances for deferred payments
Potential for partial loan forgiveness for portions of the loan used
for payroll, rent/mortgage obligations and utilities – applicable
only for the first eight weeks after origination
General eligibility requirements include:
Limitations to staff reductions and dividends
Active business operations prior to February 15, 2020
Typically will require personal guarantee assurances
For-profit businesses with fewer than 500 employees
Prove that all other non-SBA financing have been exhausted

Many questions remain on how the program will be affected as
companies navigate the program - a few battleground topic remain
‼ If a control position is owned by a VC & PE fund, it is
contemplated that companies will be subject to further restrictions
‼ The concept of “affiliation” — whether an investor-backed
company can qualify due to portfolio-level employment pooling
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Bespoke Capital Formation Strategy Support

Extensive Rolodex Across All Capital Sources, Track Record of Securing Stellar
Outcomes
Madison Park Group’s
Transactions since
2012

Representative Business Software & Technology & Investor Relationships
PE & Buyout Firms

Sponsors That Work With MPG

35.7%
Fundraise/Recap
Transactions

12.9%

64.3%

22.9%

Debt Placement (9)
Equity Placement/Recap (16)
M&A (45)

Growth Equity & Recapitalization
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Stellar Track-Record of Transformative Outcomes

MPG’s Unique Experience Drives High-Value, Strategic Client Outcomes

High-Value
Strategic Sale
Transactions

Strategic Sale

Strategic Sale

Strategic Sale

Strategic Sale

Strategic Sale

Equity & Debt
Placement
& Recapitalization
Transactions

Equity Placement

Debt Placement

Recapitalization

Recapitalization

Equity Placement

Corporate
Development &
Platform Creation
Transactions

Acquisition of

Platform Creation

Platform Creation

Acquisition of

Acquisition of
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Contact Information

Madison Park Group & WorksMachine

Madison Park Group, LLC
3 Park Avenue, 31st Floor
New York, NY 10016

225 Franklin Street, 26th Floor
Boston, MA 02110

Dedicated COVID-19 Response Team:
Michael Magruder
President & Managing Director
Madison Park Group
mmagruder@madisonparkgrp.com

Christian Vansant
Managing Director
Madison Park Group
cvansant@madisonparkgrp.com

Rob Green
Managing Director
WorksMachine
rob@worksmachine.com

About Madison Park Group.
MPG provides comprehensive investment banking services for growing business software and technology companies and their investors. We approach
assignments through the lens of experienced operators of mission critical software companies and are experts in equity and debt fundraising, sell-side
and buy-side M&A advisory.
www.madisonparkgrp.com
About WorksMachine.
WorksMachine is a strategic advisory firm for B2B tech companies. Led by a group of seasoned C-suite technology executives, WorksMachine helps
companies define their product, AI, and category strategies, accelerate revenue growth and profitability through operational enhancements, and quickly
reach funding milestones and liquidity events.
www.worksmachine.com
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